We present an asteroseismic analysis of the Kepler light curve of KIC 8263801, a red-giant star in the open cluster NGC 6866 that has previously been reported to be a helium-burning red-clump star. We extracted the frequencies of the radial and quadrupole modes from its frequency power spectrum and determined its properties using a grid of evolutionary models constructed with MESA. The oscillation frequencies were calculated using the GYRE code and the surface term was corrected using the Ball & Gizon (2014) prescription. We find that the star has a mass of M/M ⊙ = 1.793 ± 0.072, age t = 1.48 ± 0.21 Gyr and radius R/R ⊙ = 10.53 ± 0.28. By analyzing the internal structure of the best-fitting model, we infer the evolutionary status of the star KIC 8263801 as being on the ascending part of the red giant branch, and not on the red clump. This result is verified using a purely asteroseismic diagnostic, the ǫ c − ∆ν c diagram which can distinguish red giant branch stars from red clump stars. Finally, by comparing its age with NGC 6866 (t = 0.65 ± 0.1 Gyr) we conclude that KIC 8263801 is not a member of this open cluster.
Introduction
Since the NASA Kepler spacecraft was successfully launched in March 2009, stellar pulsations of over 10,000 red giants have been observed (Borucki et al. 2009 De Ridder et al. 2009; Bedding et al. 2010; Koch et al. 2010; Gilliland et al. 2010; Balona et al. 2013a,b; Abedigamba 2016) . The red giant (RG) star KIC 8263801 is one of these. Located in the field of NGC 6866-the youngest of the four clusters observed by Kepler-the pulsations of KIC 8263801 have been observed with a signal-to-noise ratio that is good enough to constrain its fundamental parameters. Balona et al. (2013b) identified 704 stars in this cluster, of which 23 are RG stars showing solar-like oscillations. Abedigamba (2016) used median gravity-mode period spacings (∆P ) to search for red clump (RC) stars among the RG stars showing solar-like oscillations. Based on its ∆P = 173.7 ± 6.4 s, Abedigamba (2016) determined that KIC 8263801 is a secondary red clump (SRC) star, which is massive enough to have ignited helium burning in a non-degenerate core. However, the signal-tonoise of KIC 8263801 is not enough to derive an accurate ∆P . In this paper, we perform an asteroseismic analysis of the mode frequencies in order to determine the evolutionary state of KIC 8263801.
One of the major problems in the study of open clusters is to determine which stars are members of the clusters and which stars are not. Although, KIC 8263801 has been classified as non-member of NGC 6866 based on photometric distance membership determination and proper motions (Balona et al. 2013b ), Balona et al. (2013b) and Abedigamba (2016) pointed out that they can not be quite sure of the membership with only a single method. Abedigamba (2016) stated that NGC6866 is roughly located in the direction of solar apex, which means that all stars (members and non-members) have similar proper motion. one cannot use proper motion to discriminate between members and non-members. No radial velocity measurements for stars located in the field of NGC6866 are available to help in discriminating between members and non-members. The only method left in discriminating between members and non-members in the field of NGC6866 is the photometric distance method. However, with only a single method one cannot be quite sure of the membership. Balona et al. (2013) also attempted to identify cluster members using their proper motions but found very poor discrimination between members and non-members. Hence, another focus of this paper is thus to revisit the issue of the cluster non-membership of KIC 8263801 by means of comparing the age of the star determined through asteroseismic modelling and the age of the cluster.
Asteroseismology is an efficient tool for studying the internal structures of stars through their global oscillations (Tang et al. 2008a,b; Tang & Gai 2011; Chaplin et al. 2011 Chaplin et al. , 2014a Pinsonneault et al. 2014; Silva Aguirre et al. 2015 Bellinger et al. 2016 Bellinger et al. , 2017 . Ba-sic stellar properties such as mass, age can be derived this way (e.g., Basu et al. 2010a,b; Yildiz et al. 2017) . For the stars with solar-like oscillations, when the signal-to-noise ratios in the seismic data are insufficient to allow robust extraction of individual oscillation frequencies, it is still possible to extract estimates of the large frequency separation (∆ν) and the frequency of maximum oscillation power (ν max ). The large separation ∆ν is the separation between oscillation modes with the same angular degree and consecutive radial orders (Tassoul 1980) :
which scales to a very good approximation with the square root of the stellar mean density (Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995; Stello et al. 2011) :
The other, ν max , is related with the cut-off frequency for acoustic waves in an isothermal atmosphere, which scales with surface gravity g and effective temperature T eff (Brown et al. 1991; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995) as:
with the solar values ∆ν ⊙ = 135 µHz and ν max ⊙ = 3090 µHz (Huber et al. 2009 Chaplin et al. 2014a) providing the absolute calibration in this study. These scaling relations have been applied with success to main-sequence and sub-giant stars as well as to stars on the red giant branch (RGB) and helium burning (HeB) stars. According to the above scaling relations, asteroseismology can help constrain the global parameters of a star with reasonable precision. For more evolved stars, the scaling relation has reduced accuracy (Gualme et al. 2016; Guggenberger et al. , 2017 .
The classical Hertzsprung-Russell diagram (HRD) shows that red giant branch (stars burning hydrogen in a shell around an inert helium core) and red clump (stars with Heliumcore and hydrogen-shell burning) occupy overlapping parameter spaces (e.g. Elsworth et al. 2017) . Although these stars have different internal conditions, which we can observe indirectly, they have similar surface characteristics-such as effective temperature, surface gravity and total luminosity, which can be observed directly. Hence, from classical observations such as these, it is often not possible to distinguish between RGB stars of about 10-12 R ⊙ and HeB stars of a similar radius. The distinction is easier in clusters, but even in clusters there is room for ambiguity. This is where asteroseismology is useful. Space missions such as Kepler have made red-giant asteroseismology possible, with Kepler providing long time series data that allow the frequency resolution needed to determine frequencies of individual oscillation modes of red giants Beck et al. 2011; Kallinger et al. 2012; Handberg & Lund 2017) . Non-radial modes in red giants exhibit mixed character; they behave like gravity modes (g modes) in the interior but like acoustic modes (p modes) in the outer layers. The asteroseismic properties of RGB and HeB stars are quite different Kallinger et al. 2012; Elsworth et al. 2017 ) and hence are useful in determining the evolutionary state of red giants. This what we do in this paper. We extract the mode frequencies of the radial and quadrupole modes KIC 8263801, construct models that match the frequencies and use those to identify the evolutionary state of the star to determine whether or not it is a member of NGC 6866. Additionally, we also use a purely asteroseismic diagnostic to confirm its evolutionary state. We do not use the dipole modes since the frequencies and frequency spacings of the most g-type modes are determined by the details of the profile of the buoyancy frequency which depends on uncertain model parameters such as the exact treatment of overshoot etc. Radial (l = 0) and quadrupole (l = 2) mode frequency are more robust in this respect.
In this paper, we extract the mode frequencies of the radial and quadrupole modes by 'peak bagging' the frequency power spectrum observed by Kepler in § 2. We use these individual mode frequencies to constrain models of KIC 8263801, identify the evolutionary state of the star, and confirm that it is not a member of the open cluster NGC 6866 in § 3 and § 4. Conclusions are presented in § 5.
Observational data

Asteroseismic fitting
We extract the mode frequencies of the radial and quadrupole modes using the KASOC unweighted power spectrum (Handberg & Lund 2014) containing the Kepler data spanning Quarters 1-3, 6-11, and 14 shown in Figure 1 . The data result in a frequency resolution of ≈ 9 nHz. First guesses to the frequencies of the radial and quadrupole modes were obtained using a fit of the asymptotic expression for radial modes to the power spectrum (Davies & Miglio 2016) . Peakbagging for these modes was does using the procedure, and the code, of . As is described in , an unsupervised machinelearning Bayesian scheme is used to obtain a set of probabilities to assess whether or not a mode had been detected in the data. We use the ratio of the probability of a detection over the probability of no detection (the Bayes factor). If the natural log of the Bayes factor is high, we accept the mode. Only 5 radial orders passed the quality test. The fitted frequencies are given in Table 1 . We derive the values of large separation ∆ν = 5.35 ± 0.01µHz and ν max = 56.2 ± 0.4µHz shown in Table 2 , which are consistent with the results obtained by Abedigamba (2016) .
Classical observations
The effective temperature T eff = 4766 K, metallicity [Fe/H] = 0.016 dex, and surface gravity log g = 2.487 (dex) of KIC 8263801 were obtained from Brown et al. (2011) . The stated uncertainties of these quantities were 200 K in T eff and 0.4 dex in log g. Although an uncertainty for the metallicity was not reported, the uncertainties were expected to be high. Huber et al. (2014) subsequently presented revised stellar properties for 196 468 Kepler targets, including this one. They give T eff = 4974 ± 161K, metallicity [Fe/H] = 0.016 ± 0.30 (dex), and log g = 2.662 ± 0.03 for this star. We use these observational constraints as the error boxes as shown in Figure 3 , where maximum (black) uncertainty corresponds to the observational value from the Kepler website and minimum (green) uncertainty corresponds to the observational value given by Huber et al. (2014) . Due to the location of KIC 8263801 in the field of NGC 6866, we also consider that it may have a similar metallicity to this cluster. Bostanci et al. (2015) and Balona et al. (2013b) give the metallicity of the cluster as being about solar value, whereas Loktin et al. (1994) derived [Fe/H] = 0.10 (dex) via photometry from Hoag et al. (1961) . All non-asteroseismic observational constraints are listed in Table  3 .
3. Modelling KIC 8263801
Constructing models
Having values of ν max , ∆ν and T eff , the scaling relations (Equations 2 and 3) can be used to calculate the mass, luminosity, and radius of the star. Using these scaling relations, Abedigamba (2016) determined that KIC 8263801 has a mass of M/M ⊙ = 1.86 and luminosity log(L/L ⊙ ) = 1.7555. However, more robust estimates of these quantities can be obtained by means of a grid-based analysis, which constrains stellar parameters by searching among a grid of evolutionary models to get a best fit for observed values of ν max , ∆ν, T eff and metallicity (e.g., Basu et al. 2010a Basu et al. , 2011 Gai et al. 2011; Chaplin et al. 2014a,b) . Since we have extracted the individual frequencies of the star in addition to the global asteroseismic parameters, we can use grid-based modelling to obtain better results by selecting models that fit the observed frequencies and not just the global asteroseismic parameters ν max and ∆ν.
We use the MESA stellar evolution code (Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics, Paxton et al. 2011 Paxton et al. , 2013 ) to construct models. We employ the default MESA input options unless otherwise stated. We evolve each pre-main sequence model until its nuclear luminosity first reaches 99.9% of the total luminosity, which we define as being zero-age main sequence (ZAMS). We use the Eddington T-τ atmosphere from ZAMS onwards. Each track is then evolved from ZAMS to asymptotic giant branch (AGB) as shown in Figure 3 . We treat the convection zone by the standard mixing-length theory (MLT) of Cox & Giuli (1968) with the mixing-length parameter α MLT = 2.0 (Wu & Li 2016) .
Referring to the mass value derived by Abedigamba (2016) , we make models in a range of initial masses from 1.7 M ⊙ to 2.0 M ⊙ with a step of 0.02 M ⊙ . According to the discussion of metallicity presented in Section 2.2, we allow the initial heavy element abundances Z i to range from 0.01 to 0.025 with a step of 0.005 as shown in Table 4 via 
Finally, the initial hydrogen element abundance X i is obtained via
Calculating mode frequencies
We use the GYRE oscillation code (Townsend & Teitler 2013) to calculate the mode frequencies of the models. Due to surface effects, there is a systematic offset between the observed and model frequencies (e.g. Christensen-Dalsgaard 1984) . In order to obtain the accurate modeling of solar-like oscillations, we should use a systematic shift to correct the model frequencies. A number of ways have been proposed to correct the frequencies for the surface issues (usually called the "surface term" correction). The most common way to correct for the surface term for stellar models is the method proposed by Kjeldsen et al. (2008) . They note that offset between observed and best model frequencies turns out to be closely fitted by a power law. However, there are issues with many of the surface term corrections, even for main sequence stars; and most models perform very badly in the subgiant and red-giant region. Schmitt & Basu (2015) found that the two-term model proposed by Ball & Gizon (2014) works better than other models across a large portion of the HR diagram, and consequently we adopt that for this work.
Results and discussions
We show the evolutionary track of our models in Figure 3 . The figure also shows the two error boxes. T eff = 4766 ± 200K and log g = 2.487 ± 0.4 have been used for the large error box while T eff = 4974 ± 161K and log g = 2.662 ± 0.03 for the smaller error box. We find that many models fall in the two error boxes. In order to obtain the best-fit model for KIC 8263801 from among these models, we calculated the likelihood for each model and determined the model with the highest likelihood. The likelihood function is defined as
where 
where
In the above expression, ν model i are the surface-term corrected frequencies of the models.
The values of likelihood function for model of KIC 8263801 as function of mass, metallicity, age and radius are shown in Figure 4 . We choose the model of maximizes L as a candidate for the best-fit model. The model parameters are shown in Table 5 . To clearly compare all of the theoretical frequencies of the best-fit model with observed frequencies, we show theéchelle diagram of the best-fit model in Figure 5 . In the figure, open symbols are the model frequencies corrected for the surface term, the filled symbols refer to the observable frequencies. Circles are used for l = 0 modes and squares for l = 2 modes.
Finally, we derive the parameters of star as the likelihood weighted mean and standard deviation from the models and obtain a mass of M/M ⊙ = 1.793±0.072, age of t = 1.48±0.21 Gyr and radius of R/R ⊙ = 10.53 ± 0.28. Our best-fit model has an age of 1.596 Gyr, the age as determined from the likelihood weighted average is not too different, and thus the question arises as to whether this star can be a member of NGC 6866. There are a number of results about the age of NGC 6866. For example, Loktin et al. (1994) derived t = 0.66 Gyr; Günes et al. (2012) obtained an age of t = 0.8±0.1 Gyr by 2MASS photometry; Kharchenko (2005) obtained an age of t = 0.5 Gyr using isochrone-based procedure; Bostanci et al. (2015) derived t = 0.813 ± 0.05 Gyr with the metallicity of the cluster being about the solar value; Janes et al. (2014) derived age t = 0.705 ± 0.170 Gyr; and Balona et al. (2013b) estimated the age as t = 0.65 ± 0.1 Gyr with isochrones of solar composition. While the age estimates vary considerably, it is clear that the consensus is the age of NGC 6866 is less than 1 Gyr. Our age estimate of KIC 8263801 is significantly higher than 1 Gyr. Based on these results, we could conclude that KIC 8263801 is a non-member of the cluster NGC 6866, which is consistent with Balona et al. (2013b) .
We also derived the stellar parameters of KIC 8263801 using the Bayesian tool PARAM (da Silva et al. 2006; Rodrigues et al. 2014 Rodrigues et al. , 2017 and the grid models computed with MESA. The mode and its 68 percent credible intervals of the posterior probability density function (PDF) as errors of parameters are mass M/M ⊙ = 1.8507 −0.0048 dex. These results from PARAM are consistent with our above analysis (M/M ⊙ = 1.793 ± 0.072, age t = 1.48 ± 0.21 Gyr, radius R/R ⊙ = 10.53 ± 0.28) within errors, and log g = 2.6544 +0.003 −0.0048 dex is consistent with observation log g = 2.487 ± 0.04 dex within uncertainties.
As mentioned above, and as is clear from Figure 3 , red giants with inert helium cores and red giants with helium burning cores occupy a common region in the HR diagram. Errors in temperature and metallicity determinations make it difficult to unambiguously determine the evolutionary state, and hence age, of a red giant. Several asteroseismic tools have been developed to distinguish between the stars Kallinger et al. 2012; Elsworth et al. 2017) . From the work presented above, we get the the best fit models of KIC 8263801 through modelling. The best fit model of KIC 8263801 is a red giant star which imply that the star in question is on the ascending branch (hence has an inert core).
We use the technique of Kallinger et al. (2012) to confirm the result; the data do not have a high enough signal-to-noise ratio to use the observed l = 1 period spacing as suggested by Bedding et al. (2011) , but have the signal-to-noise is high enough to be able to determine mode frequencies making it unnecessary to use the method of Elsworth et al. (2017) . The fact that we have good estimates of radial-mode frequencies makes the method of Kallinger et al. (2012) ideal. Kallinger et al. (2012) found that the phase function ǫ determined around ν max could be used to distinguish between RGB and HeB stars. White et al. (2011) find that the phase shift ǫ changes with the evolutionary state of a star, and Kallinger et al. (2012) pointed out especially the central value of ǫ, which given by the three radial modes around ν max , contains the necessary information. In this work, we tested all of the above methods and find that considering the central radial modes like Kallinger et al. (2012) is suitable. (Kallinger et al. 2012 ) expressed the three central radial orders p modes by the following formula:
where ν c0 is central frequency varying in the range ν max ± 0.55∆ν and ∆ν c is the separation between the three central modes. As explained by Rodrigues et al. (2017) , to determine the large frequency properly, we use weighted least squares fit to calculate an average largefrequency separation ∆ν . We use a Gaussian function, as described in Mosser et al. (2012) and Rodrigues et al. (2017) , to calculate the individual weights:
where σ = 0.66 · ν 0.88 max . If ν c0 and ∆ν c are given, the phase shift of ǫ c can be determined by the following formula defined by Kallinger et al. (2012) :
with
In Figure 6 , we show the central value of ǫ c for all the models from red giants to red clump (with ∆ν c ≤ 8µHz) along the evolutionary track, which are calculated using the input parameters in Table 4 . Figure 6 display the ǫ c against the large separation between the central modes. The stars clearly divide into different groups, where the circles are RGB models while the triangles are HeB models. The (blue) square in the figure denotes the observed value of ǫ c with error bar of the star, obtained by error propagation analysis. We thus find that the KIC 8263801 is indeed an inert-core RGB star. Although Abedigamba (2016) had used the median gravity-mode period spacing ∆P of l = 1 modes to determine that KIC 8263801 is a helium-burning secondary red-clump (SRC) star, we believe that the low SNR of the data affected the value of ∆P obtained by them. Given the mass of the best-fit model, ∆P would be the most reliable way of determining the evolutionary state of this star if measured properly (see Bedding et al. 2011 ). However, KIC 8263801 has a ∆ν c of about 5.35µHz, and in that region of Figure 6 , the two stages of evolution are well separated.
Conclusions
We have done an asteroseismic study of the star KIC 8263801 in order to determine its age, evolutionary status and membership or otherwise in the open cluster NGC 6866. Our best fit models has mass M/M ⊙ = 1.76, age t = 1.596 Gyr, radius R/R ⊙ = 10.3483 while a full grid analysis gives M/M ⊙ = 1.793 ± 0.072, age t = 1.48 ± 0.21 Gyr and radius R/R ⊙ = 10.53 ± 0.28. The best fit model of KIC 8263801 is on the ascending part of the red giant branch, making it likely that KIC 8263801 is also in that state. We confirm this using the ǫ c − ∆ν c diagram. Brown et al. (2011) ; (2) Huber et al. (2014) . 
